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Why
y MVP means
s learn
n not la
aunch
The rrise of MVP – Minim
mum Viable
e Product
When
n organisations or marketing
m
p
people use
e the word
d ‘launch’, it tends to
t designate a
majorr event, eitther produc
ct or camp
paign, that has been worked onn for montths or yearrs. It
will ha
ave been finely
f
tune
ed to achie
eve maximum succes
ss from daay one. In some secttors,
like p
pharma, a launch da
ate was on
he sum off the R&D
D parts’. Other
O
nly at the end of ‘th
sectors get an easier
e
ride,, with more
e tolerance
e for solving early snaags once la
aunched.
Todayy, when all
a the talk is about digital and
d disruptiv
ve, there i s an incre
easing call for
‘minim
mum viable
e products’ or MVPs,, where sp
peed to ma
arket, agilityy and ‘mod
dify as you
u go’
are th
he watchw
words. MV
VP is leane
er than a robust Cu
ustomer V
Value Prop
position (C
CVP)
develo
opment with its deta
ailed launcch prepara
ation. It is only intennded to sa
atisfy and gain
‘beta stage’ fee
edback on
n features from early
y adopters
s. The prooduct or service is then
t
subjected to mu
ultiple ‘relea
ases’ befo re launch and
a during
g its lifecyccle.

of the fath
hers of MV
VP thinking
g, E.piphan
ny founderr Steve Blaank, said "You’re
"
se
elling
One o
the vision and delivering
d
th
he minimu m feature set to visio
onaries, noot everyone
e”.
any ways, MVP
M
is mo
ore test or pilot than launch but what sepparates it from traditional
In ma
marke
et research
h and testing is that it is a delliberate ex
xperimentaation appro
oach based
d on
integrrating customer beha
aviour in th
he process
s, not just about gatthering opiinions on near
n
readyy products. This mak
kes it idea
al for the customer experiencees of the ingredientts or
eleme
ents in a ne
ew digital application
a
n. Maybe le
ess so for the
t R&D o n a ready meal.
When
n best to use
u MVP?


It iis meant to
o offer accelerated le
earning, an
nd a testable product hypothesis with minimal
resources which gets a product o
or service to
t the early
y customerrs.
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It can work for a ubiquitous, widely used brand, where there are ring-fenced audiences;
or when your service is still narrow in uptake and use.



It can work equally well for a new challenger, as it tries to deliver a disruptive
advantage when taking on incumbents.

Quadrant asked a few of our clients about their views on launches, CVP development and
the MVP approach.
Simon Carter, Executive Director of Marketing at Fujitsu UK recognises the speed of
change, which means as a result that ‘companies have to “fail faster” – i.e. create more
ideas, test them, learn, and move on’.
His perspective is that ‘this probably means that there is insufficient time to develop a
full CVP – an MVP might be all there is time for’ and that ‘one of the challenges in this
model is “determining failure”. Experience tells him that ‘too many initiatives are put on
“life support” to try and make them work, rather than accepting they don’t, and to move
on. This might be an element of a culture where failure is seen as a weakness’.
In a very different and one time more traditional sector – Higher Education (HE) - we
asked for a view from one of the longer established institutions, Durham University.
According to Adam Brown, Director of Marketing & Communications, universities are
unlikely to benefit from a MVP approach.
He holds the view that ‘In HE, rushing a product (educational programme/course) to
market is more likely to result in failure to meet recruitment targets, with recovery also
unlikely. That’s not to say it can’t be done, but it requires a listening organisation with a
“strong” Customer Value Proposition’.
Both practitioners share a sense of MVP as an asset, when used well and wisely. Market
entry needs a value proposition, while MVP is more about appealing features. MVP might
be a good way to pressure test and kill an unviable product to prevent a slow failure.
Need for agility but not at the expense of insight
There is no right answer; it depends on individual organisations, their circumstances and
marketplaces, and the trade-off between pace and rigour. What is not in doubt is the
increasing need for agility and flexibility. This also needs a team wide acceptance that
failure is better to anticipate than apologise for after.
An MVP approach, however, is not an excuse for insufficient customer and market insight,
and for proposition development taking an easier feature-led route. The Patent Office is
littered with better mouse trap ideas, with unaffordable features.
Going back to ‘launch’, one thing our Quadrant team has experienced is that our clients
want us to commit more than ever to achieving breakthroughs on their behalf; taking them
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to ‘market entrry and bey
yond’, missquoting frrequently launched sspace ran
nger (from the
Interg
galactic Alliiance) Buz
zz Lightyea
ar.

This m
means building a co
omprehenssive delive
ery offering
g, blendingg our MVP
P process with
our C
CVP progra
amme. It means
m
covvering area
as such as
s planning & project office, go-live
delive
ery & resp
ponse build
d, commun
nications campaigns
c
s, customeer contact managem
ment,
and trracking & evaluation;
e
; with hand
d-picked pa
artnerships
s, as requirred.
It alsso means being pre
epared to commit a part of our remuuneration to successsful
outcomes; a rissk: reward approach
h, in the right circum
mstances ffor both our clients and
ourse
elves.
It’s exxciting, and
d from our broad exp
perience, we’re
w
confid
dent of beinng able to deliver.
Are yo
ou ready to
o MVP? Do
o RSVP.
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